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Facebook said the anti-protest campaign was launched by individuals based in Russia. TASS

Facebook on Wednesday said it derailed a deceptive campaign to use hundreds of bogus
Instagram accounts to mislead people in Russia protesting the arrest of Kremlin critic Alexei
Navalny.

The network of Instagram accounts used hashtag and location "poisoning" typically
associated with spam or financial scams to drown out posts by protesters, according to
Facebook global threat disruption lead David Agranovich.

The tactic involves coopting hashtags being used as social media markers for hot topics, in
this case protests, by unleashing torrents of posts bearing the labels.

"If you have a hashtag that an activist movement is using to organize itself and you fill it with
random, unrelated content, you make it less effective," Agranovich said.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/author/afp-2


Related article: Facebook Pays Russia $50K Fine For Not Localizing User Data

"Also, we saw them trying to fill it actually with content that might suppress people or
convince people not to protest."

Some of the location tags were places where protesters planned to gather in Moscow and Saint
Petersburg, Facebook said.

Accounts in the network used celebrity photos or profile photos evidently generated
automatically by software, and posts included claims protests were being criticized by a
TikTok star and that lots of children were attending rallies, the report detailed.

Facebook declined to speculate on the origin of the campaign.

But it said those orchestrating the campaign relied on recently created accounts to post "large
volumes of irrelevant or critical content with particular hashtags and location tags to drown
out relevant information and redirect the conversation."

Some of the Instagram posts suggested people got Covid-19 and died as a result of attending
protests, according to samples provided by Facebook, which owns the image-centric service.

The bogus network also "poisoned" hashtags with ads for women's clothing or handbags,
Facebook reported.

The U.S.-based social network said its automated systems detected and disabled 530
Instagram accounts being used in the campaign.

Facebook reported that 55,000 people followed one or more of the Instagram accounts.

The deceptive activity was traced only to "individuals operating within Russia," according to
Agranovich.

Related article: Navalny Says 'Everything Fine' in Message From Jail

Navalny used Instagram on Wednesday to quip that "everything is fine" and make jokes about
prison life in his first message from a detention center outside Moscow.

President Vladimir Putin's most prominent critic said he was being held in the Kolchugino
detention center in the Vladimir region northeast of Moscow.

Navalny was sentenced last month to two and a half years in a penal colony for breaching
parole terms while in Germany recovering from a poisoning attack.
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